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1. introduction
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Deep learning has achieved great success!
§ TV and news are talking about deep learning!

Jun. 25, 2012

Nov. 23, 2012

- Researcher dreams up machines
that learn without humans (Jun. 27, 2013)

- Google taps U of Toronto professor
to teach context to computers (Mar. 11, 2013)
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especially in pattern recognition
§ upheaval in pattern recognition due to deep learning
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paradigm shift on pattern recognition
shallow learning
-

feature extraction by domain experts
(ex: speech - MFCC, video – SIFT)

-

separate modules:
(feature extractor + trainable classifier)

deep learning
-

automatic feature extraction from data

-

unified model: end-to-end learning
(trainable feature + trainable classifier)

shallow
learning

deep
learning
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especially object recognition
§ object recognition on images
§ Deep learning made a big progress compared to hand-crafted feature extraction.
ImageNet

network structure
253440–186624–64896–64896–43264–4096–4096–1000

• ImageNet data set

Recognition task
(Top-5)

- 22K categories
- 15M labeled images

- 8 layers: 650K neurons, 60M parameters

• Trained on 2 GPUs
• 5-6 days of training
(90 iterations)

• 1000/10,184 categories
• 1.2M/8.9M training images
• 50K validation
• 150K test
(Krizhevsky et al 2012)

Trained filters

results on ILSVRC-2010/ImageNet2009 (error %)
Top-1
Top-5

previous SOTA
45.7 / 78.1
25.7 / 60.9
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deep learning (CNNs)
37.5 / 67.4
17.0 / 40.9

recently, even more

§ Sci-Fi is coming to life.
Auto-caption
(Google)
Speech Recognition
(SAIT)
Skype Translator (MS)
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due to the advances in RNNs
building blocks

since 1986

§ restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM)
§ auto-encoder (AE)
§ sparse coding
§ and so on

deep networks

since 2006

generative models

discriminative models

§ deep belief networks (DBNs)

§ convolutional neural networks (CNNs)

§ generative stochastic networks (GSNs)

§ recurrent neural networks (RNNs)

§ deep Boltzmann machines (DBMs)

§ fine tuning of generative models

§ and so on

§ and so on
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2. algorithms
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artificial neural networks (ANNs or NNs)
§ Learning is to update the weights.

biologically implausible though

§ based on backpropagation (BP) working well with shallow networks.

§ learning is to minimize error
§ usually by gradient decent methods

§ inference forward propagation
§ from input to output

§ error backpropagation
§ total error at the top
§ calculate contributions to the error
at each node.
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recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
§ recognition:
The previous data affect on the current recognition through feedback link.

§ learning:
unfolding the recurrent connection through time and backpropagation through time
yt-1

y
h

unfolding

x
bidirectional RNNs

yt

ht-1
xt-1

ht
xt
different
structures

(Pascanu et al 2014)
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yt+1
ht+1
xt+1

what makes “deep” hard? then?
§ Backpropagation may not work well with deep network.
§ vanishing gradient problem
§ The lower layers may not learn much about the task.
pretraining

vanishing gradient

layer wise
unsupervised learning

x2

y2

recog error

fine tuning

y1

pre training

x1

fine tuning
backpropagation

backward error information vanishing

• The lower layers are not updated enough.
• When initialized randomly,
: the outputs of the first layer are not informative.
: The overall network does not learn.

regularization
• sparseness: sparse connectivity or weights
• noisiness: dropout, weight noise
• flow control: input/output gates

Good initialization is crucial.
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vanishing gradient in RNN
§ vanishing gradient over time
Conventional RNN
with sigmoid

LSTM

(Graves 2012)

• The sensitivity of the input values
decays over time.

• The cell remembers the input as long as
it wants.

• The network forgets the previous input

• The output can be used anytime it wants.
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long short-term memory (LSTM)
§ Long short-term memory (LSTM) works successfully with sequential data.
§ hand writing, speech, etc

§ LSTM can model very long term sequential patterns.
§ Longer memory has a stabilizing effect.

• Information is saved in the cell
• The gates control the information flow.

(Graves 2012)
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A node itself is a deep network.

connectionist temporal classification (CTC)

A node itself is a deep network.

(Graves 2012)
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attention mechanism
§ Attention decides which parts you have to look at.
machine translation

speech recognition (phoneme)

(Chorowski et al 2014)

(Bahdanau et al 2015)
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3. issues
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regularization techniques
§ Regularization helps the network avoid local minima or get overfitted.
§ Some units make learning more efficient.

§ dropout (weight noise)

§ sparseness

§ turns off the half of the nodes
§ avoids coadaptation

§ sparse structure (CNN)

x1

y1

x2

y2
h(1)

h(2)

h(3)

cf. orthogonal (sparse) initialization

§ activation function
§ linear rectifier (ReLU)
§ maxout

§ sparse weight (L1 penalty)

§ flow control
§ input/output gates
§ turns on/off
the propagation

It encourages
sparse representation.
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knowledge transfer
§ Knowledge from previous learning can be transferred.
§ like in human learning
• Different tasks can share intermediate layers from the input layer.

Deep
Learning

(Bengio et al 2012)

• Also, different modalities can share intermediate layers from the output layers.
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curriculum learning / incremental learning
§ Learning starts from easier examples (less variability) or easier tasks.
• Easy examples make the objective function smoother enough to be learned
• converging to a better optimum of the real objective.
• speeds up online training.
cf. active learning

easy
hard
curriculum

(Bengio et al 2009)
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dark knowledge
§ Distribution of the top layer has more information (dark knowledge).

training a deep network

training a shallow network*
fast in testing
less memory space

t
network output y

y

(input, target)

x

x
(* c.f. FitNet: training a thin network)
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4. applications
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speech recognition
§ In speech recognition systems, the phoneme recognition module was implemented
with deep learning. (Google, `12)
§ Recurrent deep neural network has been proposed. (`13)
(Li Deng 2012)

corpus
N-gram
/RDNN
speech

MFCC

GMM: P(o|s)
DNN: P(s|o)

GMM
/DNN

decoder

text

5-gram: P(wt|wt-1:t-4)
RDNN: P(wt|wt-1, … w1)
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speech recognition
§ In speech recognition systems, the phoneme recognition module was implemented
with deep learning. (Google, `12)
§ Recurrent deep neural network has been proposed. (`13)
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[Word Error Rate with different phoneme recognition algorithms, `12]

data set
Switchboard
Bing Voice Search
Youtube
TIMIT
English Broadcast News

probabilistic model (GMMs)

deep learning (DBN-DNNs)

23.6%
36.2%
52.3%
34.7%
18.8%

16.1%
30.4%
47.6%
29.9%
17.5%
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SAIT-RDNN: acoustic model (AM)
approach

§ SAIT Recurrent Deep Neural Networks (SAIT-RDNNs)
§
§
§
§

best performance on speech recognition benchmarks
network scalability à support larger networks
data scalability à learning speeds up almost linearly as more servers are added
support straightforward integration of phoneme recognition and language model
TIMIT data Phoneme recognition
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2008

2010

2012 2013 2014

language understanding
§ word embedding (semantic)
§ U (or s) is the representation.

§ Syntactic and semantic relations are presented on the embedded space.
w(t): one hot representation
car
= [0, 1, 0]
vehicle = [0, 0, 1]
flower = [1, 0, 0]

s(t): word embedding
car
= [0.17, 0.83]
vehicle = [0.23, 0.77]
flower = [0.81, 0.19]

Nearest neighbors in the embedding space
RNN (Mikolov et al. 2013)

Skip-gram (Mikolov et al. 2013)
(Vinyals, Google 2014)
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language understanding
§ word embedding (semantic)
§ U (or s) is the representation.

§ Syntactic and semantic relations are presented on the embedded space.
§ semantics: vec(Beijing) - vec(China) + vec(Japan) = vec(Tokyo)
§ syntactic : vec(quick) - vec(quickly) + vec(slowly) = vec(slow)

RNN (Mikolov et al. 2013)

vec(Seoul) + vec(River) = vec(Han River)!
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SAIT-RDNN: language model (LM)
approach
§ SAIT-RDNN based LM (SAIT-LM)
- LM predicts the next words given a word sequence.
- SAIT-LM scores a sentence using all the words in the sentence (c.f., n-gram: a few words)
word1 word2 word3
She

was

…

wearing a

wordt-1

wordt

new

coat

- rescoring: given a set of candidate sentences, SAIT-LM finds the most natural one.
She was wherein a new coat (p=0.3)

Decoder

She was wearing a new coat (p=0.9)

the best

She was wearing a knew coat (p=0.2)
AM

LM

She was wearing a new cote (p=0.6)

WSJ eval 92 Benchmark: WER ( )

§
-

vs. 3-gram, relatively 81% improvement
vs. 5-gram, relatively 54% improvement
vs. RNNLM, relatively 32% improvement

smartphone usage data live test
test data(SNR)

N*****

G*****

kor 30dB/5dB

21.1/43.3

11.7/40.6

eng 30dB/5dB

4.2/15.2

2.7/48.5
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SAIT

SAIT-CTC:
§ speech recognition in an embedded system
§ grapheme to phoneme (G2P)
• recognition for a small set of words (e.g., 1K) on a single CPU/GPU
•

SAIT-CTC instead of HMM

•

faster and more accurate

recognition accuracy (%)
clean
voice

SAIT-CTC

noisy voice (SNR10)
cafeteria

concert

close

97.2

93.0

88.8

far

93.8

87.2

81.8

phoneme
probs

examples of recognition speed (ms)
“HDMI1”

“DISPLAY
PORT1”

“Skype
Setting”

HMM

295

284

417

SAIT-CTC

20

30

10
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sequence to sequence
§ machine translation (MT) as encoding/decoding.
§ There is a semantic representation (bottleneck) layer.

• End-to-end neural networks
• encodes the variable length input sentence into a fixed dimensional vector
• decodes the representation to the output sentence.

semantic
representation

(Bengio 2014)
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machine translation
§ sequence to sequence learning with neural networks
(Sutskever 2014, Google)
Given ABC (X), output WXYZ (Y)
• Encoding ABC to a vector of a fixed dimension (1000)
• Decoding the vector to WXYZ

• bidirectional
• sequence of context

(Sutskever 2014)

4 layer LSTMs
for en/decoding
(Bahdanau et al 2015)

• Reversing the order of X improves the performance.
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machine translation
§ sequence to sequence learning with neural networks (Sutskever 2014)
•

Sentence representation in 1000D à PCA in 2D
sensitive to word order

invariant to the active and the passive voice
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image caption generation
§ image caption auto generation
§ generative model
§ connection between computer vision and NLP
§ template-based, composition-based, neural network.

NIC: neural image caption

• to maximize the likelihood of the sentence given the image.
using LSTM

BLUE score
• Images and words
are represented
on the same space.
• sampling
or beamsearch
(Vinyals, Google 2014)
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image caption generation

(Kiros, Toronto 2014)

Flickr8K, 30K
5sents/image

(Vinyals, Google 2014)
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(Kiros 2014)

image caption generation
§ Data regularities are captured in multimodal vector space.
§ cf. grounding

(Kiros 2014)

only possible in a multimodal representation (in an Euclidean space)
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attention in auto caption generation
§ Attention lets you know where to look at.
show attend and tell

(Xu et al 2015)
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attention in image generation
§ Attention lets you know where to read and write.
DRAW: deep recurrent attentive writer

reading with attention

writing with attention

(Gregor et al 2015)
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thanks! any questions?

SW Solution Lab at SAIT
the state-of-the-art in deep learning

heeyoul@gmail.com
heeyoul.choi@samsung.com
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on-going research topics
• new structure

• scaling up

• the number of layers and nodes

• millions nodes, billions parameters

• connections

• parallelization
• multi-servers, multi-GPUs

• recurrent, sparse connectivity, NIN

• model parallelism, data parallelism

• activation function

• conditional computation

• linear rectifier, maxout, etc
• structured outputs
• prior knowledge on NN

• learning algorithm

• new applications
• applications to new domains

• saddle points

• e.g., machine translation

• optimization

• using deep learning in new paradigms

• momentum, Hessian, etc

• multimodality

• regularization

• density estimation

• dropout, penalties, etc
• one-shot learning, transfer learning
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representations in deep networks and brain
§ core visual object recognition
§ kernel analysis on neural and DNNs representation (Cadieu et al 2014)
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different layers in brain
§ different abstraction layers in brain

microtuble

(DiCarlo et al 2012)
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action in perception

•

two functions in vision (Melvyn Goodale)
•

•

embodied cognition (Rodney Brooks)
•

•

•

action and perception

Strong AI can only be achieved by machines
that have sensory and motor skills.

“perception-in-action,” (James. J. Gibson)
•

perception guides action,
action is the purpose of perception.

•

“two sides of the same coin” (e.g. sea squirts)

active learning, constructivism (Jean Piaget)
•

cf. associationism

•

Action changes object categories. (Linda Smith)

•

The phonological-form representations (Anne Cutler)
•

determined by acoustic-phonetic input
and other sources of information
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leading experts in deep learning
Facebook
NYU

Fergus

Vincent
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Mikolov

LeCun

Montreal
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Ranzato

Memisevic

Stanford
Manning
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Salakhutdinov

Honglak
Lee

Toronto

Michigan

Baidu

IDSIA

Hinton

Ng

Schmidhuber

Microsoft

Google
Le
Sutskever

Graves
Krizhevsky

Vanhoucke

Deng
Povey

Goodfellow

Johns Hopkins
* as of June 27, 2014
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Yu

unified semantic representation
§ Again, good representation is the key to AI.
§ by which grounding might be achieved.

Your brain represents your life.

The Brain's Router: A Cortical Network Model

Korean

semantic
representation
ASR

English

summary, QA

interpreting

encoding
decoding

Korean
text

MT

speech synthesis

English
text

auto-caption
generation
classification

new modality
haptic
(Zylberberg et al 2010)
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new modality
…

Class
labels

